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Abstract
The hyper-dynamic, global adoption of digital technologies due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the
increasing digitalization of business models necessitate a dialogue on fundamental concepts that assist
organizations in defining appropriate requirements for their information security measures. The
definition of information security properties (ISPs) represents a widely used approach to describe the
security needs of business assets in an understandable manner. However, academia and practice lack a
consensus on underlying concepts and definitions. Here, we eliminate prevailing inconsistencies in
definitions of ISPs by synthesizing the available literature. By extending the most common information
security concept – i.e., the Confidentiality, Integrity & Availability (CIA) Triad – we disentangle the
interrelations between various ISPs. Our results enhance the understanding of relevant ISPs and their
interrelations, support organizations’ information security strategies, and deliver valuable impulses to
stimulate further research concerning the influence of organizational characteristics on ISP
prioritizations.
Keywords: Information Security, Information Security Properties, CIA Triad, Literature Review.

1

Introduction

In 2017, the WannaCry ransomware carried out a hostile encryption of valuable data assets across the
world, causing massive damage to various organizations and industries (Mohurle and Patil, 2017;
McLaughlin and Gogan, 2018). Overall, the frequency and impact of information security (IS) incidents
have grown dramatically in recent decades (Brinz et al., 2018; McLaughlin and Gogan, 2018). The
constantly increasing variety of cyber threats, together with the ongoing digitalization of business
models, requires more than ever sophisticated IS governance (Hohan et al., 2015). This development
has become apparent to chief information officers (CIOs) around the world. According to the Society
for Information Management, IS emerged as the most important information management issue
(Kappelman et al., 2020), even before the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic led to the hyper-dynamic
adoption of digital technologies. As time and budgets are limited, the appropriate allocation of resources
is key to minimize the impact that IS incidents have on businesses (Fabian et al., 2010). The case of
Yahoo! Inc. in 2014 (United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 2017) shows the devastating
effects of a lack of common understanding between management and IS experts. Therefore, determining
relevant information security properties (ISPs) represents the first meaningful step toward addressing
this issue (Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008).
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ISPs are criteria or constraints that describe business assets’ security needs in a manner that can be
understood by IS experts and on the management level (Dubois et al., 2010; Fabian et al., 2010). One
model widely used to conceptualize IS threats is the CIA Triad, which identifies confidentiality,
integrity, and availability as ISPs that organizations need to protect (Eckert, 2009). Although the use of
ISPs is widespread in the context of IS governance (Brotby, 2007; de Oliveira Alves, Gustavo Alberto
et al., 2006; Posthumus and Solms, 2004; Williams, 2001), academia and practice lack uniform and
unambiguous definitions of ISPs as well as a common nomenclature and understanding of the concept
of ISPs. Due to a lack of standardization in the field of ISPs, designations, definitions, and the resulting
relevance of different ISPs diverge (Moghaddasi et al., 2016). As a consequence, organizations struggle
to adequately allocate available resources and, therefore, guarantee IS governance, i.e., the identification
and satisfaction of their most relevant ISPs (Gao and Zhong, 2015). As IS becomes more important than
ever (Brinz et al., 2018), gaining insights about existing ISPs and their interrelations helps organizations
to assess the significance of particular ISPs for their business and, consequently, identify
countermeasures against cyber threats (Fabian et al., 2010; Moghaddasi et al., 2016; Hedström et al.,
2011). Being aware of the interrelations between ISPs also helps organizations to develop IS strategies
that focus not on single countermeasures but the development of a portfolio of countermeasures. This
means that resources can be allocated both more effectively and efficiently by creating synergies (Huang
et al., 2014). Common nomenclature and understanding of ISPs and their interrelations also facilitate
further IS research in the information systems discipline (Moghaddasi et al., 2016). Against this
backdrop, we address the following research questions:
RQ1: Which Information Security Properties exist?
RQ 2: How do Information Security Properties relate to one another?
To answer our research questions, we follow Webster and Watson (2002) and conduct a comprehensive
and structured literature review. To create a clear understanding of existing ISPs, we screen the reviewed
papers for different terms in the field of ISPs and, subsequently, merge terms and definitions to create a
consistent overview of existing ISPs and their interdependencies. Thereby, we build upon the
widespread and well-accepted concept of the CIA Triad (Lundgren and Möller, 2017). Our research
emphasizes the importance of ISPs for an organization’s IS governance and the design of information
systems. The study, thus, extends the general understanding of ISPs in the information system
community. Furthermore, our resultant synthesis of definitions and interrelations summarizes existing
insights about ISPs. Thereby, our work lays the foundation for interdisciplinary communication across
different hierarchical levels in practice (Fabian et al., 2010; Zissis and Lekkas, 2012).

2

Theoretical Background

2.1

Information Security Properties in Information Security Governance

Even though definitions of IS vary, deviations in meaning are marginal. Most scholars agree that
ensuring business continuity and minimizing the impact – i.e., damage to business – of security incidents
are the central objectives of IS (Solms and van Niekerk, 2013). According to Solms (2001), IS represents
an elementary part of corporate governance, which comprises processes and structures that enable those
in power to control and direct an organization (Abdullah and Valentine, 2009). Accordingly, IS
governance is a system that directs and controls an organization’s IS activities (International
Organization for Standardization, 2018a). While IS governance was initially seen as a reactive technical
activity to fulfil certain (governmental) requirements (Carcary et al., 2016), the ongoing digitalization
of business models and processes led to a change in IS threats and, thus, to a shift in IS governance
(Carcary et al., 2016; Hedström et al., 2011). Today, IS governance takes a more holistic and proactive
view, including the identification, communication, and preservation of ISPs that are relevant for
organizations’ business environments and objectives (Carcary et al., 2016; Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008).
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So far, authors have used different designations when approaching ISPs (Cherdantseva and Hilton,
2013), e.g., IS objectives (Mukundan and Sai, 2014; National Institute of Standards and Technology,
2013; Wang et al., 2010), IS properties (Dubois et al., 2010; Lundgren and Möller, 2017; International
Organization for Standardization, 2018b, 2018a; Alvarez et al., 2016), and IS requirement (D’Arcy et
al., 2014; Gerber et al., 2001; Gao and Zhong, 2015). These designations are rarely defined
(International Organization for Standardization, 2018a; Singh et al., 2018; Kozlovs et al., 2016; Otero
et al., 2010), but those definitions that have been provided are rather congruent (Beckers et al., 2012;
Dubois et al., 2010; Fabian et al., 2010). We present an overview of the identified designations in
Section 4. In line with Dubois et al. (2010), the International Organization for Standardization (2018b),
and Lundgren and Möller (2017), in this paper we use the term ISP as this is the term most commonly
used in academia.
In general, ISPs define a baseline for effective IS management (International Organization for
Standardization, 2018b; Firesmith, 2005) by ensuring “reasonable protection of the organization’s
assets” (Dubois et al., 2010, p. 5). According to Gao and Zhong (2015), ISPs should help to protect
information assets and associated information systems. Since ISPs can be relatively vague, they need to
be subdivided into increasingly specific requirements (Fabian et al., 2010), such that they provide every
employee with unambiguous instructions for action (D’Arcy et al., 2014; Firesmith, 2005; Elberzhager
et al., 2009). In our research, we follow Dubois et al. (2010) and Fabian et al. (2010), who define ISPs
as criteria or constraints that describe the security needs of business assets in a comprehensible manner.

2.2

Existing Concepts relating to Information Security Properties

Although the importance of ISPs is indisputable, the scope of relevant ISPs is not commonly defined.
For instance, researchers assign different ISPs to IS governance, and even widely used concepts, such
as the CIA Triad (Lundgren and Möller, 2017), are approached from markedly different angles in the
literature (Moghaddasi et al., 2016; Mosenia and Jha, 2016; Solms and van Niekerk, 2013). For instance,
Moghaddasi et al. (2016) include 15 different ISPs in their paper, whereas others only mention the CIA
Triad (Agarwal and Agarwal, 2011; Cardenas et al., 2008). Such differences are rooted in divergent
definitions of ISPs and different underlying IS concepts.
The CIA Triad consists of the ISPs: confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Moghaddasi et al., 2016).
Many research papers criticize the CIA Triad for being insufficiently detailed (Arhin and Wiredu, 2018;
Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013). Hence, alternative IS concepts that seek to expand the CIA Triad have
emerged. The Parkerian Hexad expands the CIA Triad by adding authenticity, possession, and utility
(Moghaddasi et al., 2016; Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007). The Five Pillars of Information Assurance
Model expands the CIA Triad by adding authenticity and non-repudiation (Moghaddasi et al., 2016).
The Pentagon of Trust Model expands the CIA Triad by adding authenticity (Moghaddasi et al., 2016).
Authenticity plays a major role in alternative concepts. However, the violation of authenticity only
causes financial damage when either confidentiality, integrity, or availability have, subsequently, been
tampered with (Agarwal and Agarwal, 2011). In contrast to the alternative concepts, a violation of the
CIA Triad (depending on the concrete definition of confidentiality, integrity, and availability) leads
directly to financial damage. As the consequences are reflected in at least one of the three ISPs, the CIA
Triad covers the majority of all IS incidents. Hence, we use the CIA Triad as a foundation to structure
the various ISPs.

3

Research Methodology

The extensive and diverse literature in the field of information security properties is dispersed across
various literature streams, e.g., computer science and information security. The lack of a structured
description of the security needs of business assets may discourage information systems researchers
from integrating ISPs into their research. To synthesize the existing definitions of and interrelations
between ISPs, we conduct a structured literature review following Webster and Watson (2002) and
provide a conceptual model to summarize our findings. Our objective is to provide an initial overview
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of existing ISPs and their interrelations. Since the field of ISPs is very broad, an analysis of all potentially
relevant papers is impractical. When searching through Google Scholar, the search term “security
properties” leads to more than 93,000 results, and there exist many synonyms for this term, as shown in
Figure 3. Hence, our use of the following recursive methodology does not mean that our analysis is
complete but that it includes the most common ISPs.
Following Vom Brocke et al. (2009), we use Google Scholar as a search engine as it provides a
comprehensive selection of research papers, e.g., journal publications, monographs, and conference
proceedings from various disciplines (Vom Brocke et al., 2009). Following the idea of an iteratively
expanding search string, proposed by Jia and Liu (2018), we include all ISPs and designations, i.e.,
synonyms for the term ISP, which we identify during numerous iterations of literature research. In line
with Rowe (2014), we choose this rarely-applied approach to develop a clear and comprehensive search
string in this highly diverse and broad research area, which helps us to provide a theoretical overview
of the existing literature. As a starting point, we build upon insights from Vuorinen and Tetri (2012),
who wrote the only research paper dealing with ISPs that features in the esteemed Senior Scholars’
Basket of Journals (College of Senior Scholars, 2011).
Like Vuorinen and Tetri (2012), we include availability, confidentiality, and integrity (which together
form the CIA triad) and the designation “security concepts” in our initial search string. Vuorinen and
Tetri (2012) also mention secrecy and accessibility, but as they do not explicitly refer to these as ISPs,
we refrain from including them in our initial search string:
(Confidentiality OR Integrity OR Availability) AND (“Security Concepts”)
In the following, we screen the papers in the sequence provided by Google Scholar. The whole process
of our literature review, as well as underlying inclusion and exclusion criteria, is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Research Methodology

To ensure our review is sufficiently thorough, we screen the references of relevant papers for additional
literature, as proposed by Weaver and Fasel (2018). Thereby, we identify standards and laws, e.g., from
the International Organization for Standardization (2018a) and the United States Government (2011),
that provide relevant insights for our research but would not have been found within a research database.
We proceed through the results until we identify, within the relevant papers, ISPs or designations that
we have not already considered within our search string. In this case, we enhance our search string by
adding the new ISPs or designations. For all iterations, we combine the ISPs and designations as follows:
(ISP 1 OR ISP 2 OR … OR ISP n) AND (designation 1 OR designation 2 OR … OR designation k).
We iteratively repeat this procedure until we reach saturation, which means that additional results might
not provide new or noteworthy insights (Christiansen, 2011). Following Christiansen (2011) and
Wolfswinkel et al. (2013), we define saturation as the threshold whereafter additional results do not
provide further designations, ISPs, or interrelations between ISPs. When ten successive papers classified
as relevant do not provide additional insights regarding ISPs or their interrelations, we define our review
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as saturated. Finally, our search string comprises 32 ISPs and 16 designations (for details see Figure 3
in Section 4). Owing to its increasing length, the search string becomes unmanageable for the search
engine. Hence, we divide the search string multiple times and run combinatorial searches, i.e., 16 search
runs, each consisting of four ISPs and eight designations in all possible combinations, resulting in more
than 300,000 results (without the clean-up of duplicates). To avoid a premature termination of the
combinatorial search, we extend our saturation rule, so our review is only saturated when ten successive
papers per search run, classified as relevant, do not provide additional insights regarding ISPs or their
interrelations.
As we aim to incorporate all literature that offers relevant insights into ISPs, we include empirical as
well as conceptual papers. We not only consider peer-reviewed papers but papers that fulfil either
scientific standards or form part of international security standards and laws. In total, our research
strategy led us to 69 relevant papers published between 1994 and 2020, which we consider for further
analysis. To provide transparency, we mark these documents with a * within our references.
To structure insights from the relevant documents, we first use an analysis matrix. In addition to
document-related information (e.g., title), our matrix encompasses four sections: designations, ISPs,
mentioned interrelations, and notable particularities of the analysed papers, e.g., outliers in terms of ISP
definitions. For the latter, we follow Castleberry and Nolen (2018), who guide the analysis of qualitative
research data, to disassemble and reassemble the definitions of the different ISPs by highlighting
similarities using the coding software MAXQDA. We summarize the process in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

4

Analysis Process

ISPs and their interrelations

As a first insight, we present the designations and ISPs we identified in our literature review (Figure 3).
As the core of our research, we outline both the definitions of all identified ISPs (Table 1) and the
identified interrelations between the ISPs (Figure 4). Within the sample of ISPs, we placed a particular
focus on the discussion of divergent definitions of confidentiality, integrity, and availability, since we
provide the interrelations based upon our understanding of the CIA Triad.

Figure 3.

ISPs and Designations
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4.1

The CIA Triad

Confidentiality
According to International Organization for Standardization (2018a), confidentiality describes the
“property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities or
processes” (International Organization for Standardization, 2018a), p. 2). Even though this definition is
widely accepted in academia (Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008; Eckert, 2009), there are definitions that either
disagree with, or provide more specific information about, the kind of asset to be protected (Independent
Data Protection Authorities, 2016; Agarwal and Agarwal, 2011; National Institute of Standards and
Technology, 2013), the entities from whom the assets must be protected (Mukundan and Sai, 2014;
Firesmith, 2005; Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007; Whitman and Mattord, 2011), or the way a breach of
confidentiality is caused (Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016; National Institute of Standards
and Technology, 2013; Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007; Agarwal and Agarwal, 2011; United States
Government, 2011). The Independent Data Protection Authorities (2016) only consider personal data in
their definition, whereas others include all kinds of proprietary information (Agarwal and Agarwal,
2011; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2013). Since the value of information depends
on the context of the application, we refrain from any further delimitation and follow, inter alia,
Antoniou (2018), Gerber et al. (2001), Singh et al. (2018), and Williams (2001) who define information
in a general way. Concerning the question from whom information must be protected, various
researchers only consider people as potential intruders (Arhin and Wiredu, 2018; Cardenas et al., 2008;
Yu and Wen, 2010), whereas others also consider processes (Dubois et al., 2010; Fabian et al., 2010),
systems (Firesmith, 2005; Zissis and Lekkas, 2012), agents (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012), or (more
general) entities (Lopes and Oliveira, 2014; Dubois et al., 2010; Gerber et al., 2001). To ensure the
definition is universally valid, we consider all kinds of entities. Definitions also differ in the way a
breach of confidentiality is caused. Neumann (1994) emphasizes that information must be protected
from unintended disclosure. According to the Independent Data Protection Authorities (2016), the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (2013), and Sattarova Feruza and Kim (2007),
confidentiality demands that no unauthorized entity is allowed to tamper with information. However,
access to proprietary information on the part of an unintended entity only causes harm if the entity
misuses the information for its own purposes or transfers it to additional entities. Therefore, we
incorporate the disclosure and misuse of leaked information into the definition of confidentiality
(Agarwal and Agarwal, 2011; Yu and Wen, 2010; United States Government, 2011).To keep the
definition universally valid and maintain the assumption that a breach of confidentiality has a direct
negative impact, we define confidentiality as the protection of proprietary information from
unauthorized disclosure or misuse.
Integrity
In academia, Integrity is the least uniformly defined ISP. Firesmith (2005) defines integrity as the
authorization of identified and authenticated people, applications, and systems to create, modify, and
delete assets. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (2006) understands a violation of
integrity as improper asset modification or destruction. Whitman and Mattord (2011) state that integrity
is preserved when all assets are whole, complete, and uncorrupted. Some researchers define integrity
merely by referring to requirements, such as accuracy (Dubois et al., 2010; International Organization
for Standardization, 2018a), completeness (Fabian et al., 2010; Lundgren and Möller, 2017), wholeness
(Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008), or soundness (Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008). Even though these definitions
seem very heterogeneous, most researchers agree that maintaining integrity protects assets from
unauthorized modification (Arhin and Wiredu, 2018; Firesmith, 2005; Zissis and Lekkas, 2012;
Neumann, 1994). However, definitions deviate in terms of the assets considered and how integrity is
violated. Literature differentiates between system and data integrity (Neumann, 1994; Zissis and Lekkas,
2012; Stallings et al., 2012). System integrity means that a system and its data are maintained in a correct
and consistent condition (Stallings et al., 2012; Neumann, 1994). Thus, data integrity is a subcomponent
of system integrity (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012; Neumann, 1994). To be more holistic, we define integrity
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as system integrity. According to Dhingra (2016) and Sattarova Feruza and Kim (2007), the modification
of data is enough to cause a violation of integrity. However, the unauthorized modification of backup
data only causes harm when the availability or integrity of the primary system is also violated. Hence,
other researchers state that integrity is preserved when systems comply with the determined
specifications and work as intended (Stallings et al., 2012; Independent Data Protection Authorities,
2016). To keep the definition universally valid and maintain the assumption that a breach of integrity
has a direct negative impact, we define integrity as the guarantee that all assets are functioning correctly
and as intended.
Availability
According to the International Organization for Standardization (2018a), availability is the “property of
being accessible and usable on demand by an authorized entity” (International Organization for
Standardization, 2018a), p. 2). Even though this definition is widespread in academia (Dubois et al.,
2010; Fabian et al., 2010), there are definitions that either deviate from this or provide more specific
information concerning the actions covered by a breach of availability (Mukundan and Sai, 2014;
Firesmith, 2005) and how a breach of availability can be caused (Qadir and Quadri, 2016; Agarwal and
Agarwal, 2011; Kumar et al., 2018; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2013; Whitman
and Mattord, 2011). Mukundan and Sai (2014) and Sattarova Feruza and Kim (2007) state that systems
must be able to access and use resources, whereas Agarwal and Agarwal (2011) and Dhingra (2016)
relate the definition of availability to users. Singh et al. (2018) extend the definition by including
devices. In line with most researchers (Gerber et al., 2001; International Organization for
Standardization, 2018b; Moghaddasi et al., 2016; Zissis and Lekkas, 2012), our definition is less precise,
referring to authorized entities. Some definitions are merely limited to the availability of data (Kozlovs
et al., 2016; Brotby, 2007), files (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012), services (Mosenia and Jha, 2016; Wang et
al., 2010), or systems (Casoni and Paganelli, 2011; Antoniou, 2018), but the majority of researchers
name either several different resources (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012; Dhillon and Backhouse, 2000;
Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007) or no concrete resource at all (Lundgren and Möller, 2017; Dubois et
al., 2010; International Organization for Standardization, 2018a). Since there is no consistent definition,
we follow Neumann (1994) in relating availability to all kinds of resources. Nearly all definitions agree
that availability requires an authorized entity to be able to access and use resources. Furthermore, some
definitions also demand access be granted in a timely and prompt manner (Casoni and Paganelli, 2011;
Kozlovs et al., 2016; Yu and Wen, 2010). Literature also provides an extensive list of additional, very
precise requirements concerning access. The access must be granted in an uninterrupted (Agarwal and
Agarwal, 2011) and adequate way (Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016), the communication
channels used for access must be functioning correctly (Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007), and accessed
data must be formatted correctly (Whitman and Mattord, 2011). According to Brotby (2007) and
Williams (2001), systems must also be able to resist attacks and recover from failures. To ensure the
definition is universally valid and maintain the assumption that a breach of availability has a direct
negative effect, we define availability as the property of resources to be accessible and usable for all
authorized entities in a timely and reliable manner.

4.2

Overview of ISPs

In the following, we discuss all of the other ISPs that we have identified in the existing literature. We
recognized that there is a general difference between properties that contribute to IS – e.g., anonymity –
and properties that describe the manner in which IS should be fulfilled – e.g., cost-effectiveness. In the
remainder of this paper, we distinguish between these properties and ISPs and refer to the former as
meta-characteristics. ISPs and meta-characteristics are not distinguished in the extant literature, yet, we
define meta-characteristics as properties of, or related to, ISPs, which do not address a security need but
should be considered in the protection of ISPs.
Table 1 provides an overview of all ISPs and meta-characteristics identified in our literature review. We
aim to provide a common and consistent understanding of ISPs, and so propose a definition for each
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ISP that we identify. In line with our discussion of the CIA Triad, our goal is to provide a general and
universally valid definition that can be used in IS-related contexts. As with our definitions of
confidentiality and availability, we do not restrict an ISP to a specific entity – e.g., users, systems,
processes, or devices – unless there is an explicit requirement to do so. Consistent with our definition of
availability, we do not limit the preservation of an ISP to data but also involve other resources – e.g.,
services or systems – whenever meaningful. Consistent with our definition of confidentiality, we
consider the unauthorized use of information as well as unauthorized disclosure. In cases where a
definition provided in the literature already meets our requirements, we use this definition. For
confidentiality, integrity, and availability – i.e., the CIA Triad – we use the previously discussed
definitions from Section 4.1. When we find different definitions in the reviewed papers, we discuss the
differences and outline how we merge these definitions to provide one that is consistent with the
description above. When there is only one definition, we do not discuss the definition in detail. In these
cases, we follow the definition provided but adapt it to meet our goal of providing a general and
universally valid definition. When no definition is provided, we discuss how we determine a definition.
We outline the discussion in alphabetic order and distinguish between ISPs and meta-characteristics,
i.e., we first provide the ISPs and then the meta-characteristics. In Table 1, we provide references for all
definitions of ISPs and meta-characteristics except for accountability, authenticity, availability,
confidentiality, integrity, and possession due to their incongruent definitions in the literature, which we
discuss in detail before introducing Table 1.
The reviewed literature provides no concrete definition of accessibility, but Vuorinen and Tetri (2012)
consider the terms to be synonymous with availability. Accordingly, we propose that accessibility means
that resources can be accessed and used by all authorized entities in a timely and reliable manner.
Definitions of accountability are essentially consistent in the literature. They provide two different
perspectives yet have the same aim. In some cases, it is defined as the property of a system to hold
entities responsible for their actions (Casoni and Paganelli, 2011; Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013;
Mosenia and Jha, 2016). In others, it requires that all actions from an entity can be traced uniquely to
that entity (Gerber et al., 2001; Mukundan and Sai, 2014; Stallings et al., 2012). Thus, we define
accountability as the property of a system to trace the actions of an entity and hold it uniquely
responsible for its actions.
The Independent Data Protection Authorities (2016) define accuracy as “sufficient congruency between
the legal-normative requirement and common practice, both in terms of technical detail as well as in the
broad context of the procedure and its overall purpose” (Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016,
p. 12). Elsewhere, Whitman and Mattord (2011) propose that accuracy is ensured when “data is free of
errors and has the value that the user expects” (Whitman and Mattord, 2011, p.14). We follow Whitman
and Mattord (2011) but replace “users” with “affected entities” to provide a more general definition.
The definitions of authenticity differ in two key respects. Firstly, they differ as to who or what must be
authentic. Some claim that it is only data or information that must be authentic (Independent Data
Protection Authorities, 2016; Whitman and Mattord, 2011). Others focus exclusively on transactions
(Antoniou, 2018; Williams, 2001) or persons (Kumar et al., 2018). In addition to data and transactions,
Wang et al. (2010) include communications in their definition of authenticity. Gerber et al. (2001) and
Moghaddasi et al. (2016) consider users, processes, systems, and information in their definition. To
provide a universally valid definition, we suggest that entities must be authentic. The question of how
authenticity is maintained is not answered consistently. One aspect is the ability to verify an entity’s
identity (Alvarez et al., 2016; Casoni and Paganelli, 2011; International Organization for
Standardization, 2018b). Another is whether the entity can be trusted (Brotby, 2007; Williams, 2001)
and is genuine or original (Wang et al., 2010; Whitman and Mattord, 2011). Moghaddasi et al. (2016)
expand the requirements by demanding truth and correctness on the part of the entity. Some claim that
the entity’s origin must be unambiguously traceable (Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016;
Antoniou, 2018). Depending on which kind of entity the definition is based on, the requirements must
be fulfilled by the entity (data, information, transactions, and persons) itself (Stallings et al., 2012; Wang
et al., 2010), or demanded by it (systems) (Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013; Casoni and Paganelli, 2011).
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Having considered the available definitions, we define authenticity as the property of an entity to be
correct and genuine, to have the ability to be trusted, to have a verifiable identity, and to demand the
same from other entities as well.
For authorization, we identify two definitions that are, generally speaking, congruent. Casoni and
Paganelli (2011) define authorization as the “granting of access rights to the resources of the system (or
the network) to only specific users” (Casoni and Paganelli, 2011, p. 2147). As we aim to provide a more
general definition, we follow Kumar et al. (2018) who define authorization as the “act of determining
whether a user is allowed to perform an activity on data” (Kumar et al., 2018, p. 693), replacing “user”
with “entity”, and “data” with “resource”.
While Mukundan and Sai (2014) claim that reliability primarily means consistent results and behaviour,
other sources invoke the concept of intention (Gerber et al., 2001; International Organization for
Standardization, 2018b; Moghaddasi et al., 2016). As both perspectives extend each other, we define
reliability as consistency in the intended behaviour and results.
Researchers agree that non-repudiation requires a system to be able to prove the occurrence or nonoccurrence of some type of event (Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013). However, the types of events to be
included are not consistently defined. Some authors only include transactions (Antoniou, 2018;
Sattarova Feruza and Kim, 2007), messages (Casoni and Paganelli, 2011; Ma and Ratnasingam, 2008),
or information (Brotby, 2007). Other, more general definitions simply include actions, without any
further specification (Mosenia and Jha, 2016; Moghaddasi et al., 2016). To keep the definition as general
as possible, we define non-repudiation as the property of a system to be able to prove the occurrence or
non-occurrence of actions.
We identify two definitions of possession (Moghaddasi et al., 2016; Whitman and Mattord, 2011). Both
focus on the ownership and control of information and how it is authorized or legitimated. We replace
“information” with “resources” and hold possession to means that resources are under the control and
ownership of authorized entities.
Existing definitions of privacy agree that individuals control their information (Stallings et al., 2012;
Mosenia and Jha, 2016; Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). Cherdantseva and Hilton (2013) provide a general
definition, while Zissis and Lekkas (2012) focus only on disclosure and Stallings et al. (2012) include
the collection and storage of information. To provide a general definition that includes all necessary
aspects, we define privacy as the guarantee that individuals can control the extent to which information
related to them may be collected and stored, by whom this may be done and how it may be used or
disclosed.
Since Lopes and Oliveira (2014) focus more on the consequences of trustworthiness, i.e., higher selfcontrol and responsibility at the expense of external control and supervision, we follow Mosenia and
Jha (2016) who define trustworthiness as the “ability of a system to verify identity and establish trust in
a third party” (Mosenia and Jha, 2016, p. 590). To maintain the consistency of our approach, we replace
“system” with the more general term of “entity”.
Moghaddasi et al. (2016) and Whitman and Mattord (2011) agree that utility refers to the value and
usefulness of information. As the definition by Moghaddasi et al. (2016) is more precise, we define
utility as the usefulness of information.
ISPs
Accessibility
Accountability
Accuracy
Admissibility
Anonymity
Auditability
Authenticity

Resources can be accessed and used by all authorized entities in a timely and reliable manner (Vuorinen and Tetri,
2012)
Ability of systems to trace the actions of an entity and hold it uniquely responsible for its actions
Data is free of errors and has the value affected entities expect (Whitman and Mattord, 2011)
State in which the status of the data is acceptable or lawful (Moghaddasi et al., 2016)
Ability of an entity to not be identified or at least undistinguished among another group of entities, if required
(Alvarez et al., 2016)
Ability to conduct persistent, non-bypassable monitoring of all actions performed by entities within the system
(Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013)
Entities are correct and genuine, have the ability to be trusted, have a verifiable identity and demand the same from
other entities as well
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Authorization
Availability
Confidentiality
Consistency
Human Safety
Integrity
Intervenability
Non-Repudiation
Possession
Privacy
Pseudonymity
Reliability
Responsibility
System Survivability
Timeliness
Transparency
Trustworthiness
Unobservability
Validity
Meta Characteristics
Cost-Effectiveness/
Efficiency/
Ethicality
Suitability
Usability
Utility

Table 1.

4.3

Act of determining whether an entity is allowed to perform an activity on a resource (Kumar et al., 2018)
Resources can be accessed and used by all authorized entities in a timely and reliable manner
Protection of proprietary information from unauthorized disclosure or misuse
Entities do what they are expected to do (Whitman and Mattord, 2011)
Safety of anyone dependent on the satisfactory behaviour and proper use of resources (Neumann, 1994)
Guarantee that all assets are functioning correctly and as intended
Data subjects are effectively granted their rights to notification, information, rectification, blocking and erasure at
any time and the controller is obliged to implement appropriate measures (Independent Data Protection
Authorities, 2016)
The ability of a system to prove the occurrence or non-occurrence of actions (Mosenia and Jha, 2016)
Resources are under the control and ownership of authorized entities
Guarantee that individuals can control the extent to which information related to them may be collected and stored,
by whom this may be done and how it may be used or disclosed (Stallings et al., 2012)
Ability to use a resource without disclosing its entity identity, but can still be accountable for that use (Stallings et
al., 2012)
Consistency in the intended behaviour and results (Gerber et al., 2001; Moghaddasi et al., 2016)
Handling the development of events in the future in a particular sphere (Dhillon and Backhouse, 2000)
Ability to maintain resource availability despite adverse circumstances (Neumann, 1994)
Ensuring that necessary resources are available quickly enough when needed (Neumann, 1994)
The ability of a data subject, system operators, and supervisory authorities to understand how data is collected and
processed for which purpose, as well as who is legally responsible (Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016)
The ability of an entity to verify identity and establish trust in a third party (Mosenia and Jha, 2016)
The ability of an entity to use a resource without others being able to observe that the resource is used (Stallings et
al., 2012)
Information is up to date and has not been superseded by another (Alvarez et al., 2016)
Optimal use of resources, with minimum losses (Moghaddasi et al., 2016)
Enhancement of responses from co-operators in informal, new, and dynamic situations (Lopes and Oliveira, 2014)
The ability of specific resources to fulfil their respective purposes (Livshitz et al., 2016)
Engaging stakeholders in core business processes (Carcary et al., 2016)
The usefulness of information (Moghaddasi et al., 2016)

Overview of ISPs and meta-characteristics

Interrelations between ISPs in connection with the CIA Triad

The existence of interrelations becomes apparent when we examine the definitions of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability (see Section 4.1). For instance, some authors define confidentiality by
referring to privacy (Kozlovs et al., 2016; Pattanavichai, 2018; Stallings et al., 2012), integrity by
referring to accuracy (Dubois et al., 2010; Fabian et al., 2010; Lundgren and Möller, 2017), and
availability by referring to accessibility (Arhin and Wiredu, 2018; Qadir and Quadri, 2016; Vuorinen
and Tetri, 2012). Interrelations can be characterized by one ISP guaranteeing or supporting the
preservation of another ISP. Supporting the preservation of an ISP means that neither the preservation
of the supportive ISP guarantees the preservation of the supported ISP nor does the preservation of the
supported ISP guarantee the preservation of the supportive ISP.
To help create a better understanding of ISPs and overcome the weaknesses of the granular CIA Triad,
we highlight the manifold interrelations between relevant ISPs. We summarize our findings in Figure 2.
The arrows visualize the relationships between the ISPs which we describe in the previous section. The
dashed lines represent the context in which the necessity for the preservation of confidentiality and
integrity depends on availability (Qadir and Quadri, 2016). If one ISP guarantees the preservation of
another (as in the case of possession and confidentiality), we highlight this relationship using a light
grey arrow. Some ISPs are mutually supportive of one another (authenticity and transparency
(Independent Data Protection Authorities, 2016), and availability and accessibility (Vuorinen and Tetri,
2012)). The latter pairing are synonyms (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012), which means that the
preservation/violation of one ISP guarantees the preservation/violation of the other. In general, we focus
on the interrelations that we identify in the existing literature. Thus, ISPs with no interrelations
mentioned in the existing literature have been omitted from this section. There is, however, one
exception: We did not find any interrelation for validity within the reviewed papers. Yet, by definition,
validity supports integrity and does not represent a meta-characteristic. Thus, we integrate it into our
model. Meta-characteristics are not interrelated with ISPs but describe how the ISPs should be fulfilled.
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Accordingly, we do not include them in Figure 4. Below, we structure our insights in terms of the CIA
Triad, i.e., confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

Figure 4.

ISPs and their interrelations

Confidentiality
The ISP of confidentiality cannot be pursued without considering other, related ISPs, i.e. possession
(Whitman and Mattord, 2011), anonymity (Fabian et al., 2010; Firesmith, 2005), authenticity (Fabian et
al., 2010), privacy (Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013; Kumar et al., 2018), transparency (Independent
Data Protection Authorities, 2016), and unobservability (Fabian et al., 2010; Stallings et al., 2012).
While the preservation of possession guarantees the preservation of confidentiality, the other ISPs
merely support the preservation of confidentiality. Possession means that data assets are under the
control of the respective entity (Moghaddasi et al., 2016). Logically, if entities do not possess data, there
is nothing to misuse or disclose. A violation of possession does not automatically result in a violation of
confidentiality (Whitman and Mattord, 2011), e.g., if attackers are not able to decrypt stolen data
(Whitman and Mattord, 2011). However, a violation of confidentiality automatically includes the loss
of possession (Whitman and Mattord, 2011). The need to preserve confidentiality is dependent on the
ISP availability. If an asset is not available, there is no need to protect its confidentiality (Qadir and
Quadri, 2016). Human safety is also related to the preservation of confidentiality (International
Organization for Standardization, 2018a). Human safety means that all systems must work satisfactorily
to ensure the well-being of individuals and groups of people (Neumann, 1994). Thus, human safety also
depends on the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information systems. Accordingly, the
preservation of confidentiality is necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure human safety (Neumann, 1994).
Integrity
The ISP integrity cannot be pursued without considering other ISPs. There are eleven ISPs that support
the preservation of integrity, i.e. accountability (Beckers et al., 2012; Fabian et al., 2010), accuracy
(Kumar et al., 2018; Pattanavichai, 2018), auditability (Cherdantseva and Hilton, 2013; Gerber et al.,
2001), authenticity (Fabian et al., 2010; Solms and van Niekerk, 2013), authorization (Casoni and
Paganelli, 2011; Fabian et al., 2010), consistency (Kumar et al., 2018; Pattanavichai, 2018), nonrepudiation (Fabian et al., 2010; Moghaddasi et al., 2016), responsibility (Dhillon and Backhouse, 2000;
Fabian et al., 2010), reliability (Lundgren and Möller, 2017), transparency (Independent Data Protection
Authorities, 2016), and trustworthiness (Kumar et al., 2018; Pattanavichai, 2018). The need to preserve
integrity is also dependent on availability. If an asset is not available, there is no need to protect its
integrity (Qadir and Quadri, 2016). As previously mentioned, human safety depends on the preservation
of integrity, meaning that the preservation of integrity is necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure human
safety (Neumann, 1994; International Organization for Standardization, 2018a).
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Availability
Availability cannot be pursued without considering accessibility (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012), reliability
(Gerber et al., 2001), system survivability (Neumann, 1994), and timeliness (Kumar et al., 2018;
Neumann, 1994). According to Vuorinen and Tetri, (2012), availability and accessibility are synonyms.
Consequently, the preservation of accessibility guarantees the preservation of availability, and vice
versa (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012). The violation of availability also leads to the violation of accessibility,
and vice versa (Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012). The other three ISPs – i.e., reliability, system survivability,
and timeliness – support the preservation of availability. Like confidentiality and integrity, availability
is necessary, but not sufficient, to ensure human safety (International Organization for Standardization,
2018a; Neumann, 1994).

5

Discussion & Future Research

Our results provide a foundation for further research on ISPs. As organizations continue to develop datadriven business models based on inter-organizational connectivity (Rüßmann et al., 2015), opportunities
for cyber-attacks increase, as do the potential impacts on business (Brewster et al., 2015; Vaidya et al.,
2018). Consequently, organizations need to rethink their IS governance strategies. ISPs may play a
major role in defining and effective communication of IS strategies (Dubois et al., 2010). In particular,
it is increasingly important that relevant objectives are clear and easy to understand, as digitalization
affects not only information technology departments but whole organizations (Berger et al., 2020). To
provide an efficient means of communication, future research should examine how organizations can
raise awareness of the significance of ISPs and their complex interrelations beyond information
technology departments.
To enable a comprehensive understanding of ISPs, we identify existing ISPs, consolidate their
definitions, and outline relationships between specific ISPs and the CIA Triad. We recognize that certain
proposed properties do not address a security need – e.g., efficiency – and, thus, do not represent an ISP.
However, such properties have one common characteristic: They describe the manner in which IS should
be fulfilled. For instance, ensuring the efficiency of IS activities is important for organizations, but does
not specify what should be secured. This argument is also valid for cost-effectiveness, ethicality,
suitability, usability, and utility. Thus, we call these meta-characteristics. This distinction between ISPs
and meta-characteristics represents a major insight into how to different designations can be understood
and used more thoughtfully in the future. Thus, we propose that future research draws on our insights,
reworking existing approaches to distinguish between ISPs and meta-characteristics and provide a more
consistent and holistic view.
In this study, we provide an initial overview of the interrelations between ISPs. As we consolidate
existing literature, we identify existing interrelations, e.g., confidentiality is supported by anonymity.
Most of these interrelations may seem obvious, in that they build logically upon one another. However,
there are less obvious cases – e.g., the connection between authenticity and transparency – and the
extent to which cited references examine the proposed relationship varies. In most cases, the
interrelationships are mentioned but are not the focus of the research. Moreover, as we see in the case
of validity, for which we do not find any relationships in the reviewed papers, we cannot be sure that the
existing literature captures all interrelations. Therefore, to enhance our understanding of existing
interrelations between different ISPs, we call for further research to validate the identified interrelations.
While this study is theoretical in its approach, future research might switch perspective and discuss our
findings with practitioners to examine potential misunderstandings between academia and practice.
Future research should also gain further insights as to how organizations currently leverage ISPs to
analyse risk scenarios, develop IS strategies, and how such organizations might use ISPs more
effectively in the future.
Even though we help organizations to both identify relevant ISPs and consider their interrelations, our
model does not deliver any insights on how to prioritize ISPs. The significance of ISPs depends on the
business context, e.g., the affected data, the business model, the significance of the particular
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information system, and the organization’s business environment and goals (Brotby, 2007; Ma and
Ratnasingam, 2008; Williams, 2001). Historically, availability has been a high priority for operation
technology in manufacturing companies (Sadeghi et al., 2015). On the contrary, confidentiality and
integrity were particularly crucial for information technologies (Tom et al., 2008). The ongoing
digitalization and connectivity within and beyond organizations – e.g., through cyber-physical systems
– merge hitherto separate approaches (Murray et al., 2017). Until now, academia has lacked studies
about the influence of organizational characteristics on the prioritization of ISPs. As CIOs need to
prioritize ISPs for their business context, further research should address this issue. Case study research
might help to analyse the connection between organizational characteristics – e.g., the business model,
size, or popularity of organizations – and the prioritization of ISPs. Thereby, academia might gain
insights on how to provide valuable directives for practitioners defining an appropriate IS strategy.

6

Theoretical Contribution and Practical Implications

Our conceptual model contributes to the descriptive knowledge of IS and holds several implications for
practitioners. Firstly, our systematic review of ISPs eliminates current inconsistencies in definitions of
ISPs and offers a structured description of business assets’ security needs that may help information
systems researchers to integrate ISPs into their research. Our findings build on current knowledge in the
fields of IS governance and ISPs and extend existing frameworks as the CIA Triad. Thereby, we provide
an overview of and common nomenclature for designations and definitions in the context of ISPs.
Furthermore, we address the limitations of existing frameworks by structuring ISPs and identifying
interrelations between ISPs. By highlighting interrelations, we find a difference between ISPs and metacharacteristics that has not previously been acknowledged. Overall, we create awareness of the
significance of ISPs in the information system community to stimulate future research.
Our research provides relevant managerial implications for practitioners. In particular, these concern the
prioritization of ISPs and their interrelations within the IS strategy. This, in turn, enables the evaluation
of an organization’s current IS strategy and, subsequently, the derivation of an action roadmap and the
definition of individual projects that contribute to the IS objectives. Our model supports managers in the
selection and prioritization of IS projects and increases the transparency of associated decisions.
Thereby, it may help to reduce the cost of establishing an IS strategy as it aligns the various stakeholders.
As with any research project, our conceptual model is subject to limitations that may stimulate future
research. Firstly, due to our search string and our saturation threshold, we may have excluded papers
that could generate additional insights. As we screened a huge number of papers, a narrower approach
that builds on a set of high-quality journals may enhance the reliability of the research results. Thus, in
contrast to our explorative approach, an exploitative approach with a more restricted search string in a
scientific database or another research methodology – e.g., a Delphi study – represent promising next
steps to validify and enhance our insights. Further, even though we had good reasons to build our
analysis on the CIA Triad, building on alternative concepts or integrating different perspectives might
lead to different insights. Thus, further research should examine ISPs and ongoing digitalization, and
evaluate whether the concept of the CIA Triad as core properties is still valid for all areas of application.

7

Conclusion

As finances and time are restricted, organizations need to identify and prioritize relevant security
measures for their business contexts. ISPs are a suitable way of communicating security objectives.
Even though the use of ISPs as a concept is widespread and their coarse granular character enables
interdisciplinary communication across different hierarchical levels, widely diverging definitions limit
the effectiveness of ISPs. To resolve this issue, we conduct a comprehensive literature review following
Webster and Watson (2002) and synthesize the existing knowledge. Finally, we develop a conceptual
model that includes 25 ISPs and 6 meta-characteristics, as well as their interrelations.
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